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3 reasons our days veer off course
External distractions



3 reasons our days veer off course
Internal distractions



3 reasons our days veer off course
Cognitive biases



Your mental 
blindspots



The 
completion 
bias



The 
completion 

bias



The allure of 
multitasking

Photo by: Kate Ter Haar [flickr] 



The allure of 
multitasking?



This is your 
brain on 
multitasking

longer to 
finish work

30%

mistakes
2x

Photo by: ashton [flickr] 



Why does 
multitasking 
feel 
productive?



When 
multitasking 
does work



Physical activity + Mental activity 
= Smart multitasking



Feeling productive = Being productive 
The Effort Trap



Scheduling with 
energy levels in mind



Your energy level over the 
course of the day

Early Bird



Your energy level over the 
course of the day

Night Owl



The reason this 
happens is not 
just motivational. 
It’s biological.



Why casinos are 
more profitable 

at night



What to 
do with 
your high 
potential 
hours

‣ High-focus, logic-based work

‣ Planning

‣ Learning

‣ Difficult conversations

‣ Emotionally taxing work



The 
Surprising 
Upside of 
Fatigue

Tasks that 
don’t require 
concentration

Physical 
tasks

Idea 
generation



Scheduling 
Intelligently

Reserve high-
potential hours 
for high-value 
activities



Scheduling 
Intelligently
Some hours 
are more 
valuable than 
others



Block High-Potential 
Hours on Your Calendar



Protect your 
calendar



Make yourself 
inaccessible



Save meetings  
and phone calls for 
low-energy times



High-potential 
hours are 

deceptively brief 

WA R N I N G



Task Switching
The hidden energy killer:



Switching from  
this to this  

costs mental energy



The task switching penalty



The task switching penalty



Attentional 
residue



Batch similar tasks



Daily 
batching

‣ Meetings

‣ Phone calls

‣ Emails

‣ Writing tasks

‣ Reading tasks 

‣ Analyses

‣ Social media

‣ Idea generation



Longer-
term 
batching

‣ Administrative tasks 
(processing receipts, etc.)

‣ Pay bills

‣ Sales calls

‣ Blog writing

‣ Review newsletter subscriptions

‣ Set up meetings with potential clients



Batching 
home 
activities

‣ Laundry

‣ Cleaning

‣ Grocery shopping

‣ Cooking

‣ Errands



Anything that damages 
your productivity 

lengthens your day
“

”



External distractions



Taming email



The real reason we spend 
6 hours a day on email

Easier to 
check email 
than focus

Makes us 
feel needed

We crave 
distraction



The real reason 
we spend 6 hours 

a day on email



This is your brain 
OFF email

Work with 
email open

G R O U P 1

Check email 
3 times a day

G R O U P 2

Managed 
email in 20% 

less time
Significantly 
less stress



Happy Side Effects of Checking 
Email Less Frequently

You receive 
less email 

You earn 
people’s 
respect



The Ideal Email 
Frequency

every  
25 

minutes

Entry level Manager or 
Client Facing Entrepreneur

every  
55 

minutes
3 

times 
a day



What to do 
when you 
work for 
someone else



How to  
auto-forward 
important 
emails to 
texts



It Gets Easier

Photo by: Boemski [flickr] 



How to Work with 
Zero Distractions
Eliminate all 
notifications



How to Work with 
Zero Distractions
Keep your 
phone out 
of view



How to Work with 
Zero Distractions
Choose 
Who Can 
Reach You



How to Work with 
Zero Distractions

Block out 
noise



How to Work with 
Zero Distractions

Internet 
blocking 
apps

Kill News Feed

Freedom

Stayfocusd
(block specific site)

(block internet access)

(block Facebook news feed)



How to Work with 
Zero Distractions

Use 
different 
browsers

Chrome

Mozilla



How to 
manage 
internal 

distractions



Resist  
“2 Seconds”  

Tasks



“The faintest pencil 
is better than the 
strongest memory”

– Chinese Proverb



“The mind is 
for having 
ideas, not for 
holding them”

– David Allen
author of Getting Things Done



Common 
Internal 

Distractions
Work-related 

tasks

Things you 
need to buy

Things you 
want to read, 

watch, or 
listen to



Create a 
“Capture List”

Evernote Google Docs



List Keeping 
Devices

‣ To buy [Supermarket]

‣ To buy [Home Depot]

‣ To buy [Target]

‣ Movies to watch

‣ Movies to watch (with kids)

‣ Restaurants to try

‣ Gift ideas

‣ Handyman projects

Sample lists:



Mastering 
Email



Transform 
your email 
mindset

“Is this 
interesting?”

DON’T  ASK

“What’s the 
next action?”

ASK



What is the 
next action?

Delete
ACTION #1 Place a task 

on your 
Capture list
(and then reply)

ACTION #3

Circle back 
when you can 
give it more 

thought

ACTION #4

Reply/
Forward

ACTION #2



What is the 
next action?

Delete
ACTION #1 Place a task 

on your 
Capture list
(and then reply)

ACTION #3

Circle back 
when you can 
give it more 

thought

ACTION #4

Reply/
Forward

ACTION #2DO THIS ONCE



You 
would 
never 
do this



What to 
do with 
deferred 
email Sent Mail

All Mail
[Gmail] Trash
Answer This



A Beginner's Guide 
to Distraction-Free 

Email



Three tips for 
distraction-
free email

Use a 
Capture 
List



Three tips for 
distraction-
free email
File 
entertainment 
for later



Three tips for 
distraction-
free email

Prevent 
new emails 
from 
coming in



Folder Ideas for 
Unclogging 
Your Inbox

Calendar invitations 

Newsletters  

Emails on which you were only CCed 



Minimize Category Jumps



Leverage 
“Canned” 
Responses

‣ Reaching out to a potential client

‣ Introducing two colleagues

‣ Asking for a meeting

‣ Responding to a proposal

‣ Responding to a client request

Sample canned responses:



Make scheduling 
a breeze



Avoid typing 
on a 
smartphone

‣ Process email on a computer

‣ Leverage dictation



Take combustible 
conversations offline



Staying 
Energized, 
All Day Long

Coming up next week


